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2007 FINANCIAL THEME:
IMPACT of GLOBALIZATION

The much ballyhooed Age of Globalization is now here 
with major implications for markets & economies. 

1) Growth rate differentials 

2) Policy differentials. Ex: Some nations tightening while 
others are accommodating

3) Creditor Nations vs. Debtor Nations

4) Currency implications and pass-through effects on 
competitiveness & market attractiveness

5) Other nations besides the U.S.A. are becoming drivers 
of the global economy. Unlike the past, they may be 
able to start or maintain a  recovery when the U.S. is 
weak. In turn this “foreign momentum”  may in time 
become a “3rd stimulus” to the U.S. economy, in 
addition to fiscal & monetary policy.

6) “Perception and Policy Spillover”. Now that other 
nations’ policies are more globally important, their 
actions are now discounted in markets worldwide.

7) Inflation risks as nation’s compete for limited 
resources.



Globalization is contributing to ever-
increasing corporate cash flow.

Job and other security may be less stable.

Wages not growing as fast in the industrial
world.





While the global economic outlook is reasonably strong,
the IMF sees dollar depreciation as necessary to correct 
large trade and budget deficits.



Global Economy is Strong: Europe, Japan, India, etc.



More Nations are Primary Global Economic Drivers





Nations with positive trade balances are 
building huge exchange reserve stockpiles.



Already deep in debt, the U.S. now borrows to finance
wars. Cost and interest will be passed to future generations.



Euro interest
rates are more 
stable

Central banks 
diversify away
from the dollar

ERM unified
currency created
a deeper market

Euro overtakes Dollar in 
Bond Issuance…



A variety of regulatory policies going on simultaneou
Some nations tightening, some expanding… How
Might the policies of one affect the others ?

Euro economists discusse merits of devalued dollar… 
Would not consider it unless Asians were participating…



Asia considering a Unified action to bring about 
Orderly revaluation (decline) of the dollar…

Dollar role as reserve currency is 
diminishing somewhat…



As global growth improves, central banks increase tightening…
Perceptions of Tightening, and “spillover of policy” will
Increasingly affect the markets.


